UAH student-athletes bring home notable 'firsts' and other honors in spring 2024 competitions

From baseball to softball to lacrosse to track and field, UAH Chargers continued their tradition of excellence this spring, reminding competitors and fans why UAH is a force to be reckoned with in the Gulf South Conference.
Charger Preview lets high school students, parents enjoy a taste of life on the UAH campus

High school sophomores and juniors and their parents can learn more about UAH during Charger Preview on Saturday, June 8, from 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Registration is required by Monday, June 3, on the UAH website. Guests can speak with representatives from the offices of Admissions and Financial Aid, tour the campus and enjoy a complimentary meal with UAH students.

Register here

UAH-led FTPP initiative helps boost National Science Foundation to top 10 best places to work

The $20 million, five-year Future Technologies and Enabling Plasma Processes (FTPP) initiative led by
UAH is a key contributor toward the National Science Foundation’s top-10 ranking in the 2023 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey of the Best Places to Work in the Federal Government, according to an article in The Washington Post.

Read this story

Introducing **Blue Gems:**
UAH’s Monthly Giving Society

Monthly giving is a **budget-friendly** opportunity to **maximize your impact** and engagement throughout the year without the pressure of a one-time gift.

As a **Blue Gems** supporter, your recurring contribution will play an important role in sustaining our mission and providing crucial resources for our students, faculty, staff, and campus programs.

You can designate your gift to any area(s) meaningful to you. Members will receive an exclusive **Blue Gems lapel pin** and enjoy **recognition** on our website and social media, unless you wish to remain anonymous.

Join the **Blue Gems** today and see how your steady and reliable support can make a **real impact** in the lives of our students and the shared community we serve!

**Give Online:**
www.uah.edu/giving

Or Call: 256-UAH-GIVE

Learn more about Blue Gems
UAH researcher leads groundbreaking paper that demonstrates for the first time a subluminal warp drive is possible through known physics

UAH alumnus Dr. Jared Fuchs led a team of physicists that produced the paper, which was supported by Dr. Christopher Helmerich, also an alumnus of UAH. Both researchers worked in conjunction with the New York-based Applied Propulsion Laboratory of Applied Physics.

Read This Story

UAH recognizes inventors who received 11 patent awards during 2023-2024 year

“These talented individuals exemplify the spirit of innovation that thrives at UAH and extends into the broader marketplace, nurtured by the proactive efforts of our Office of Technology Commercialization
“(OTC),” said Kannan Grant, director of OTC. “Thanks to UAH’s strategic investment in its innovators, we have witnessed remarkable growth in our patenting endeavors.”
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